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Understand difﬁculties in a new light  Develop healthier coping strategies  Increase meaning in life

Ben Bieber of Georgetown receives his third place award in the Extreme Wrap Challenge from Sam
Stout, a recently retired UFC contender (centre) and Mike Lee, Business Manager, 3M Canada.
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Georgetown man places third
in 3M Extreme Wrap Challenge
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Ben Bieber, a graphics installer from Georgetown won third place in 3M Canada’s Extreme Wrap Challenge last month.
As owner of Evil Kitty Graphics, Bieber
submitted an extreme example of graphics
in use during the Qualifying Round of 3M’s
Extreme Wrap Challenge (held April 23 until July 31). Bieber’s graphic installation of
Fetta, a restaurant in Pearson International
Airport, caught the attention of the judging
panel among 99 entries (submitted by sign
shops coast-to-coast) ensuring Bieber, along
with Cameron Blancher of Newcastle, Ont.
and Dan Desroches of Montreal would compete in the Extreme Wrap Challenge.
The competition was intense. Bieber
competed against two very strong contenders in three challenges featuring extreme
texture, extreme stretch and extreme temperatures. Each challenge featured a different prop including a bar fridge, a goalie
mask and a free-standing wall, which was
wrapped in intense heat. The contenders

Bieber working on Extreme Challenge #1:
Texture.
had one hour to complete each prop and all
used the same, versatile film, 3M Envision
Print Wrap Film 480Cv3 because it works so
well on extreme textures, for extreme stretch
situations and in extreme temperatures.
Not only does Bieber get the glory of winning third place in 3M’s Extreme Wrap Challenge, he also won the Entertainment Experience prize package featuring a drone and a
bluetooth speaker. He also received a highdefinition action-capturing camera.

